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Previous studies on urban heatwaves (HWs) often focused on the surface and

near-surface thermal conditions, but the urban boundary layer under HW conditions

is less studied. This study examines the urban boundary-layer heat budget over the

Phoenix metropolitan area throughout a HW event in June 2016 using the Weather

Research and Forecasting (WRF) model. The simulations are first validated against

a wide range of observational data, including radiosonde, aircraft, weather station,

and flux tower measurements. Then the boundary-layer heat budget integrated over

the urban area is examined. It is found that the surface sensible-heat flux plays a

major role in heating the urban boundary layer during daytime. The warming rate

of the urban boundary layer is modulated by the large-scale subsidence and the hor-

izontal advection throughout the HW period, which however largely cancel each

other due to the mass balance constraint. Our findings suggest that the traditional

one-dimensional convective boundary-layer model may be more applicable than its

original derivation implies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Fifty-five percent of the global population resided in urban

areas in 2018 and the urban population continues to increase,

especially in developing countries (United Nations, 2018).

One of the most important climatic impacts of urbaniza-

tion is the urban heat island (UHI) effect. That is, urban

areas are often hotter than the surrounding rural vegetated

areas. The causes of UHIs include, but are not limited to,

the lack of vegetation, the anthropogenic heat flux, and the

release of heat storage at night (Oke, 1982; Arnfield, 2003;

Grimmond, 2007). At the same time, it is well recognized

that heatwaves (HWs) are among the deadliest natural dis-

asters and have been responsible for numerous deaths over

the past decades (Patz et al., 2005; Robine et al., 2008;

Anderson and Bell, 2009; 2011). More importantly, there

is growing evidence that HWs will become more frequent,

more severe and longer-lasting as the global climate warms

(Meehl and Tebaldi, 2004; Lau and Nath, 2012; Peterson

et al., 2013; Lau and Nath, 2014). Recent studies suggest

synergistic interactions between UHIs and HWs, namely,

the UHI intensities become stronger under HWs (Li and

Bou-Zeid, 2013; Founda et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015; 2016;

Schatz and Kucharik, 2015; Founda and Santamouris, 2017;

Ramamurthy et al., 2017). This implies that while both urban

and rural temperatures increase under HWs, the increase

of urban temperature is likely to be larger or stronger (i.e.

the hot becomes hotter). Although there remains an ongoing

debate about the existence of synergistic interactions between

UHIs and HWs (Scott et al., 2018) and there are observed

variations in such synergistic interactions across cities (Rama-

murthy and Bou-Zeid, 2017) and climates (Zhao et al., 2018),

it can be hardly disputed that the combination of UHI and

HW effects poses significant challenges for human health,

air quality, and energy and water sustainability in urban

environments.

Most previous studies investigating the urban thermal

environment under HWs focus on the urban canopy layer,
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which is defined as the layer from ground to the mean height

of buildings/trees (Voogt, 2007; Oke et al., 2017). However,

studies on how the urban boundary layer (UBL) responds to

HWs are relatively sparse (see a recent review by Barlow,

2014). It is known that the UBL behaves differently from the

rural boundary layer. For instance, it was observed that the

UBL was deeper and decayed slower than its surrounding

rural counterpart due to the higher sensible-heat flux in urban

areas (Angevine et al., 2003; Pal et al., 2012). But Barlow

(2014) found that the UBL structure was not fully determined

by the local surface heat flux for cities located over inho-

mogeneous terrain. This was further confirmed by Doppler

lidar data (Barlow et al., 2015), which showed that the mix-

ing height over London grew while the surface sensible-heat

flux decreased under HW conditions. These results suggest

that how the UBL responds to HWs remains an important yet

unanswered question.

In this study, we aim to quantify the response of the UBL

to an HW event from the perspective of the heat budget. The

heat budget approach has been previously used in many stud-

ies to investigate the evolution of convective boundary layers

(Betts and Ball, 1994; Santanello et al., 2005; 2007), but few

focused on the UBL. By applying the heat budget approach

to the daytime (convective) UBL, we aim to attribute the

UBL warming rate throughout an HW event to contributions

from surface heating, horizontal advection, large-scale sub-

sidence, thereby demonstrating their relative importance in

modulating the UBL.

Traditional convective boundary-layer models often only

consider surface sensible-heat flux and entrainment flux

as the heating sources (Vilà-Guerau de Arellano et al.,
2015), which are also finding their way into UBL modelling

(Song and Wang, 2015; 2016a; 2016b) including the recent

Single-column Urban Boundary Layer Inter-comparison

Model Experiment (SUBLIME: Steeneveld et al., 2017).

However, the UBL under HWs is potentially affected by

two important transport processes, namely, the large-scale

subsidence and horizontal advection. First of all, HWs are

often caused by stagnant or slow-moving high-pressure sys-

tems, which tend to produce large-scale subsidence (Xoplaki

et al., 2003; Black et al., 2004; Meehl and Tebaldi, 2004).

Although previous investigations have shown that the effects

of large-scale subsidence are negligible compared to verti-

cal motions induced by highly convective conditions (Diak

and Whipple, 1993; Hipps et al., 1994), this might be invalid

under HW conditions. Second, the urban–rural setting is

inevitably heterogeneous, which gives rise to the horizontal

advection of heat over the urban–rural gradient. It should be

pointed out that the effects of the horizontal advection could

be reinforced by the HW conditions due to the fact that the

large-scale subsidence is always accompanied by horizontal

convergence and divergence (hence horizontal advection), an

outcome of mass conservation. As a result, it is important

to quantify the roles of these transport processes within the

context of convective boundary-layer modelling over hetero-

geneous urban areas.

As a starting point, we focus on one HW event (the June

2016 HW in the southwestern USA) and one city (Phoenix).

The central hypothesis of our study is that, in addition to the

surface sensible-heat flux, dynamic transport processes such

as the large-scale subsidence and horizontal advection also

play an important role in controlling the heating rate of the

UBL under convective conditions. The article is organized

as follows: section 2 describes the methodology and data,

section 3 presents the main results, and section 4 concludes

the article and discusses the implications and future work.

2 METHODOLOGY

In this study, we use the Weather Research and Forecasting

(WRF) model as the primary research tool, supplemented by a

variety of observations including radiosonde data, commer-

cial aircraft measurements, weather station data, and surface

flux measurements.

2.1 WRF simulations
The WRF model has been widely used to study urban cli-

mate (Chen et al., 2011). In this study, the WRF version 3.5

is used. Three nested model domains with spatial resolutions

of 9, 3 and 1 km respectively are used (Figure 1). These

three domains have 299× 299, 300× 300 and 180× 180 grid

points, respectively. The 9 km domain covers most of the

southwestern United States, and the innermost domain covers

the Phoenix metropolitan area as well as the surrounding land-

scapes which are mostly scrublands. All model domains have

55 vertical levels, and the model top is set as 100 hPa. The

physical parametrization schemes used in all model domains

follow our previous work on high-resolution UHI modelling

over the Baltimore–Washington metropolitan area (Li et al.,
2014; Li and Bou-Zeid, 2014), including the Dudhia scheme

for short-wave radiation (Dudhia, 1988), the rapid radia-

tive transfer model (RRTM) scheme for long-wave radiation

(Mlawer et al., 1997), the single-moment 6-Class (WSM6)

microphysics scheme (Hong and Lim, 2006), and the Noah

land surface model (Chen and Dudhia, 2001) coupled with the

single-layer urban canopy model (Kusaka et al., 2001; Kusaka

and Kimura, 2004). The National Centers for Environment

Prediction (NCEP) Final (FNL) operational global analysis

and forecast data with 0.25◦ by 0.25◦ spatial resolution and

6 h temporal resolution are used for initial and boundary

conditions. The land cover dataset from Moderate-resolution

Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) is used (Friedl et al.,
2002). This dataset shows the land cover in 2001 and has a

spatial resolution of 500 m and 21 land cover categories in
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F I G U R E 1 The domain configuration (left), terrain height (left), and land use map (right) over the study area. The red rectangle represents

the control area (82 km× 49 km) for the UBL heat budget analysis [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

WRF (Figure 1). In order to test the sensitivity of the sim-

ulation results to the boundary-layer scheme, we use three

planetary boundary-layer (PBL) schemes: the Yonsei Uni-

versity (YSU) scheme (Hong et al., 2006), the asymmetric

convective model, version 2 (ACM2) scheme (Pleim, 2007),

and the Mellor–Yamada–Janjić (MYJ) scheme (Mellor and

Yamada, 1974). The control simulation, which will be exten-

sively validated against observational data, uses the YSU

scheme. The intercomparison between the control simulation

using the YSU scheme, the two sensitivity simulations using

the ACM2 and MYJ schemes, and observational data are pre-

sented in the Supporting Information Appendix S1. There is

no particular reason regarding the choice of the YSU scheme

in the control simulation since no single PBL scheme is supe-

rior to the others in general (Dimitrova et al., 2016). Previous

studies suggest that the YSU and the ACM2 schemes seem

to better capture the observed convective boundary layer than

the MYJ scheme under dry conditions (Hu et al., 2010; Gibbs

et al., 2011; Shin and Hong, 2011; Ching et al., 2014). Con-

sidering that Phoenix is a desert city, we choose to use the

YSU scheme in the control simulation.

The selected HW event is the June 2016 HW event in

the southwestern USA. Figure 2 shows the evolution of daily

maximum and minimum temperatures from 15 to 25 June

2016 measured at the Phoenix Sky Harbor International Air-

port using the Global Historical Climatology Network-Daily

data provided by National Climatic Data Center (NCDC)

(Menne et al., 2012). Throughout the article, local standard

time is used, being 7 hr behind Coordinated Universal Time

(UTC). It can be seen that the daily maximum temperature

reaches its peak on 19 June and the daily minimum tem-

perature reaches its peak on the early morning of 20 June.

The daily maximum temperatures on both 19 and 20 June

are above the 95% of the climatology, while the daily mini-

mum temperatures in five consecutive days (20–24 June) are

above the 95% of the climatology. Note that the climatology
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F I G U R E 2 The daily maximum and minimum temperatures

from 15 to 25 June 2016 measured at the Phoenix Sky Harbor

International Airport. The percentile is calculated using the

temperature data during the warm seasons (May to September) over

1950–2000 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

is defined using the warm season (May to September) data

over the period 1950–2000. We stress that there is no uni-

versal definition for a heatwave, which can be defined using

various temperatures (e.g. daily maximum, mean and min-

imum surface air temperatures) and thresholds (Meehl and

Tebaldi, 2004; Anderson and Bell, 2011; Peng et al., 2011;

Sillmann et al., 2013; Lau and Nath, 2014; Perkins, 2015; Luo

and Lau, 2016; Chen and Zhai, 2017; Yang et al., 2017; Liao

et al., 2018), and a proper definition is best chosen based on

the problem at hand (Horton et al., 2016). Therefore, to facil-

itate the discussion of our results, we classify 15 to 18 June as

the pre-HW period, 19 and 20 June as two HW days, and 21

to 25 June as the post-HW period. In this study, the control

simulation using the YSU scheme runs from 14 June 2016,

1100 hr (1800 UTC) to 26 June 0000 hr (0700 UTC), while

the two sensitivity simulations focus on the period from 17

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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F I G U R E 3 (a–f) The geopotential height (gpm) and wind field at 500 hPa at 1700 hr from 17 to 22 June 2016. The cross indicates the

location of Phoenix [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

June 2016, 1700 hr (18 June 0000 UTC) to 21 June 1700 hr

(22 June 0000 UTC).

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the 500 hPa geopotential

height and wind field at 1700 hr (0000 UTC on the next day)

from 17 to 22 June 2016 using the FNL data. The 500 hPa

geopotential height has been widely used to identify synoptic

features associated with HWs (Lau and Nath, 2012; 2014;

Loikith et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2018). It is clear that on 18

June (i.e. the day right before the HW), a high-pressure sys-

tem forms near Phoenix. During the HW period (i.e. 19 and

20 June), the high becomes stronger and spreads out to the

northeast. Two important physical processes can be induced

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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F I G U R E 4 The evolution of (a) potential temperature and (b) wind speed at Phoenix International Airport from 15 to 25 June 2016. The

height is above the ground level. The black lines indicate the heatwave period [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

by this high-pressure system. On one hand, adiabatic heating

associated with large-scale subsidence is likely to induce

higher near-surface air temperature over Phoenix. On the

other hand, warm air may be advected into our study region,

contributing to the higher temperature over Phoenix. After the

HW (i.e. 21 and 22 June), the high becomes much weaker and

shrinks. Overall, the major synoptic feature responsible for

the studied HW event is the high-pressure system.

2.2 Observational data
WRF simulations are validated against four types of obser-

vational data, which are radiosonde observations (hereafter

RAOB, see Figure 1), commercial aircraft data (hereafter

ACARS, see Figure 1), weather station data, and turbulent

flux measurements. Among these datasets, the commercial

aircraft data are less used in the literature and hence are

explained in more detail.

The commercial aircraft data used in this study are

provided by the Aircraft Meteorological Data Reports

(AMDAR), which is the term used for automated weather

reports from commercial aircraft globally. The US contri-

butions to the AMDAR programme are often also called

ACARS data, named after the Aircraft Communications

Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS). The ACARS

data are publicly available on the Meteorological Assimila-

tion Data Ingest System web service portal (https://madis-

data.cprk.ncep.noaa.gov/madisPublic1/data/archive/).

In this study, we use the profiles collected by airlines

when they take off or land at Phoenix International Air-

port, which have been processed and interpolated onto regular

height levels at the hourly scale (Zhang et al., 2019), as

shown in Figure 4. Compared to the traditional radiosonde

data, the ACARS data show superiority in two aspects. First,

they are temporally more frequent compared to radiosonde

measurements, which are typically available only twice a day

(at 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC), and thus are better suited for

capturing the diurnal variation of the boundary layer except

during a few hours from the mid-night to early morning

when there are no flights (indicated by the blank areas of

Figure 4). Second, they better resolve the boundary-layer

structure due to the high vertical resolution, which is critical

for our research.

Since the ACARS data have not been widely used and

validated, a comparison between the ACARS data and the

collocated radiosonde data (i.e. near Phoenix International

Airport) is conducted. We note that near the Phoenix Inter-

national Airport site the radiosonde data are only available at

0500 hr (i.e. 1200 UTC) during our study period. For a con-

sistent comparison, the ACARS measurements reported in

the same hour are interpolated onto the same pressure levels

as the radiosonde data. As can be seen in Supporting Infor-

mation Figure S1, the agreement between the ACARS and

the radiosonde data is excellent with the R2 value of 0.99.

This provides confidence for us to use the ACARS data for

validating our WRF simulations.

One striking feature of the ACARS data (Figure 4) is that

on 19 June when the highest temperature occurs, it is hard

to distinguish the boundary layer from the free atmosphere,

at least below 4 km. Visually the boundary layer seems to

completely grow into the free troposphere, suggesting strong

connections between the boundary layer and the free tropo-

sphere under the HW. Another feature is the extended and

warmer residual layer on 20 June, that is, when the highest

daily minimum temperature occurs or the morning follow-

ing the day with the highest daily maximum temperature,

which is consistent with previous studies using radiosonde

data (Miralles et al., 2014).

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
https://madis-data.cprk.ncep.noaa.gov/madisPublic1/data/archive/
https://madis-data.cprk.ncep.noaa.gov/madisPublic1/data/archive/
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The other observational data used in this study include

radiosonde data collected at six other locations (i.e. in addi-

tion to the Phoenix International Airport site) within domain

2, and six weather stations located within domain 2, one of

which is also at Phoenix International Airport (Figure 1).

In addition, we also compare the simulated sensible-heat

flux to flux tower measurements provided by the Central

Arizona-Phoenix Long-Term Ecological Research team. The

flux tower (WPHX: 33.48◦N, 112.14◦W) is located in a sub-

urban residential area of West Phoenix. Details about the

flux tower data have been discussed elsewhere (Chow et al.,
2014a; 2014b).

2.3 The UBL heat budget
In order to understand how HWs modulate the warming

rate of the UBL, an attribution analysis based on the spa-

tially averaged UBL heat budget under convective condi-

tions is conducted. We attribute the UBL warming rate

to different physical processes including surface sensible

heat, horizontal advection of heat and large-scale subsidence

from the top of the boundary layer. The rectangle encir-

cling the Phoenix core urban area (see Figure 1, denoted

as A) and extending from the surface to the top of the

boundary layer is defined as our control volume. Since the

boundary-layer height changes over A and with time, we use

the spatially averaged boundary-layer height over A at the

initial time of each output time step (1 h) as the height of

our control volume (denoted as zi) and update it at each

time step. As a comparison, we also perform the attribu-

tion analysis when the height of the control volume is set to

be 2,500 m.

Formally, under the assumption of no evaporation or con-

densation within the UBL, no radiative flux divergence, and

large Reynolds and Peclet numbers, the UBL heat budget can

be expressed as follows (Stull, 1988; Garratt, 1992):

𝜕𝜃

𝜕𝑡
= −𝜕𝑤′𝜃′

𝜕𝑧
−𝑤

𝜕𝜃

𝜕𝑧
− 𝑢

𝜕𝜃

𝜕𝑥
− 𝑣

𝜕𝜃

𝜕𝑦
, (1)

where 𝜃 is the potential temperature; u, v, and w are longitu-

dinal (x), lateral (y) and vertical (z) wind speeds, respectively.

Here the overbar indicates the Reynolds averages (often repre-

sented by the time or spatial averages) and the prime indicates

turbulent excursions from the averaged states. Invoking the

incompressibility assumption in the UBL (an assumption we

will test later using WRF results)

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
+ 𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑧
= 0, (2)

gives

𝜕𝜃

𝜕𝑡
= −𝜕𝑤′𝜃′

𝜕𝑧
− 𝜕𝑤𝜃

𝜕𝑧
− 𝜕𝑢𝜃

𝜕𝑥
− 𝜕𝑣𝜃

𝜕𝑦
. (3)

Further integrating Equation 3 from the ground to zi and

over the control area A yields

∫ ∫
𝑧𝑖

0

𝜕𝜃

𝜕𝑡
dzdA = ∫ 𝑤′𝜃′𝑧=0𝑑𝐴 − ∫ 𝑤′𝜃′𝑧=𝑧𝑖𝑑𝐴

− ∫ 𝑤𝜃𝑧=𝑧𝑖𝑑𝐴 − ∫
𝑧𝑖

0 ∫
(
𝜕𝑢𝜃

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝜕𝑣𝜃

𝜕𝑦

)
dAdz. (4)

Integrating Equation 4 over time from t to t+ 1 and divid-

ing it by 1 h, applying Green’s Theorem, and multiplying both

sides of the equation by 𝜌cp/A (where 𝜌 is the air density and

cp is the specific heat capacity of air), give

𝜌𝑐𝑝

𝐴 ∫
𝑡+1

𝑡 ∫ ∫
𝑧𝑖

0

𝜕𝜃

𝜕𝑡
dzdAdt

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
Warming rate

=
𝜌𝑐𝑝

𝐴 ∫
𝑡+1

𝑡 ∫ 𝑤′𝜃′𝑧=0dAdt
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

Surface heating

+
𝜌𝑐𝑝

𝐴 ∫
𝑡+1

𝑡 ∫ 𝑤′𝜃′𝑧=𝑧𝑖dAdt
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

Entrainment

−
𝜌𝑐𝑝

𝐴 ∫
𝑡+1

𝑡 ∫ 𝑤𝜃𝑧=𝑧𝑖dAdt
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

Large-scale subsidence

−
𝜌𝑐𝑝

𝐴 ∫
𝑡+1

𝑡 ∫
𝑧𝑖

0 ∮ (𝑢𝜃𝑒 − 𝑢𝜃𝑤 + 𝑣𝜃𝑛 − 𝑣𝜃𝑠)dcdzdt
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

Horizontal advection

, (5)

where 𝑢𝜃𝑒, 𝑢𝜃𝑤, 𝑣𝜃𝑛 and 𝑣𝜃𝑠 are the products of the mean

horizontal velocity and the mean potential temperature at the

eastern, western, northern and southern edges of the control

area, respectively; c represents the length of the edges. The

term on the left-hand side of Equation 5 indicates the warm-

ing rate of the UBL averaged over the control area, while the

terms on the right-hand side represent (in order) contributions

from surface heating, entrainment, large-scale subsidence,

and horizontal advection. Each term of Equation 5 is a flux

(and hence the unit of W/m2) and calculated at hourly time

steps. Among them, the surface heating term can be directly

obtained from WRF, while the large-scale subsidence term

and the horizontal advection term can be computed based

on the WRF outputs. Given the difficulty of computing the

entrainment flux, its contribution can only be calculated as

the residual term. However, since the heat budget equation

neglects some processes (e.g. radiative flux divergence) and

computing the residual means accumulating uncertainties and

potential numerical errors associated with all other terms,

we simply call this the residual term instead of the entrain-

ment term.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Assessment of the control WRF
simulation
This section aims to thoroughly assess the WRF simulated

results, with a focus on comparing the simulated and observed
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F I G U R E 5 The comparisons between the WRF simulation and radiosonde measurements from 15 to 25 June in terms of (a) potential

temperature and (b) wind speed [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

responses of the UBL to the HW. The WRF simulation

results in this section are all produced with the YSU scheme.

Given the importance of boundary-layer thermodynamics

and dynamics in our research (as shall be seen later), both

the simulated temperature and wind fields are validated.

First, potential temperature profiles simulated by the

WRF model and observed by the radiosonde data at 0500 hr

(1200 UTC) and 1700 hr (0000 UTC) are compared. Sup-

porting Information Figures S2 and S3 present examples of

such comparisons at 0500 and 1700 hr, respectively, at one

location (32.23◦N, 110.96◦W) in domain 2 (over grassland).

The profiles at 0500 hr (Supporting Information Figure S2)

clearly show stable stratification in the lower troposphere

while the nearly uniform profiles in the boundary layer at

1700 hr (Supporting Information Figure S3) indicate convec-

tive conditions. The WRF simulation captures the response

of the UBL to the HW reasonably well. For example, the

boundary-layer height at 1700 hr grows from about 700 hPa

on 17 June to about 600 hPa on 18 June, and to nearly 500 hPa

on 19 June. The much higher residual layers on 19 and 20 June

are also captured by the WRF simulation. However, the WRF

simulation shows slightly cooler biases especially in the lower

atmosphere, and such biases become larger in the post-HW

period (21, 22 June) but eventually decrease (24, 25 June).

This indicates that as the HW dies down, the WRF model pro-

duces stronger reductions in terms of potential temperature

and the boundary-layer height. Overall the WRF simulation

does a reasonably good job in capturing the general pat-

tern and evolution of potential temperature profiles, as con-

firmed by Figure 5a which compares the WRF simulation to

radiosonde measurements at all seven locations (Figure 1) in

a scatter plot. Figure 5b shows that the WRF-simulated wind

speeds are also generally consistent with the radiosonde data

in the lower troposphere (>850 hPa). However, as the height

(pressure) increases (decreases), especially above 300 hPa,

the WRF-simulated wind speeds become smaller than the

observed ones.

Figure 6 shows the potential temperature profiles from

the FNL forcing data and the WRF simulation (in three

domains), and their differences from the ACARS observa-

tions at Phoenix International Airport. The purposes of con-

ducting validations using all three domains are (a) to explore

whether the WRF biases are inherited from the forcing, or

generated by its own numerical and physical schemes, and (b)

to examine whether the WRF biases are scale-dependent. It

is clear that the FNL forcing data have strong, cooler biases

(Figure 6b). Compared to the FNL forcing data, the WRF

simulation results show less biases and capture the general

pattern and evolution of potential temperature profiles in the

lowest 4 km of the atmosphere at this urban location. On

19 June when the ACARS observations indicate the occur-

rence of the highest temperature, the WRF results show cooler

biases. However, on 20 June when the observations indicate

that the HW starts to die down, the WRF simulation actu-

ally reaches its highest temperature, thereby showing warmer

biases. This indicates that the WRF simulation does not react

fast enough to the HW conditions and the WRF-simulated

UBL response to the HW is delayed, which is probably more

associated with the WRF model than the FNL forcing data.

Such warmer biases are not observed in the radiosonde com-

parisons (Supporting Information Figures S2 and S3) because

the radiosonde comparisons are conducted at a grassland site

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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F I G U R E 6 The evolution of potential temperature at Phoenix International Airport from 15 to 25 June. The left panels are (a) the FNL data,

and (c,e,g) WRF simulation results in domain 1, 2 and 3, separately. The right panels (b,d,f,h) show the differences between the FNL/WRF and the

ACARS data. The height is above the ground level. The black lines indicate the heatwave period [Colour figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com].

in domain 2, not at the airport site. As alluded to earlier,

at the airport site the radiosonde data are only available at

0500 hr during our study period while such warmer biases are

mostly seen in the afternoon. In the post-HW period, there

exists very large cooler biases in the WRF simulation, which

is partly inherited from the FNL forcing data. This finding of

large cooler biases in the post-HW period is consistent with

the previous finding from the comparison between the WRF

simulation and radiosonde measurements (see Supporting

Information Figures S2 and S3).

Figure 7 shows the wind speed profiles from the FNL

forcing data and the WRF simulation, as well as the biases

defined as the FNL/WRF data minus the ACARS observa-

tions. Again, the WRF model generally captures the wind pro-

files, but fails to simulate some details, such as the low-level

jets on the early morning of 20 June, which can be identi-

fied in both the ACARS and FNL data (Figures 4 and 7).

On 19 June when the observations show light winds through-

out the UBL, the WRF simulation produces stronger winds at

high altitudes but weaker winds at low altitudes. On the next

day (20 June), the observed winds become stronger while the

WRF-simulated winds actually reach the minimum and thus

show negative biases, which again seems to be more associ-

ated with the WRF model itself instead of the FNL forcing

data. This also again confirms that the WRF-simulated UBL

response to this HW event is delayed. When the HW becomes

the strongest (i.e. on 19 June), the WRF simulation does not

respond fast enough to produce the stagnant conditions, which

are delayed to the following day (20 June).

Very similar temperature bias patterns are found in sur-

face observations collected by weather stations. Figure 8

shows the comparison between the WRF-simulated and the

measured 2 m air temperatures. In general, the WRF simu-

lation shows cooler biases especially in the post-HW period,

which is consistent with Supporting Information Figures S2

and S3, and Figure 6. Cooler and warmer biases are observed

on 19 and 20 June, respectively, suggesting that the simu-

lated UBL response to the HW event is delayed compared to

what the observations indicate. We also conduct comparisons

between the WRF-simulated and the measured 10 m wind

speeds (Figure 9). It is found that the WRF-simulated 10 m

wind speeds follow the observed patterns, but are generally

smaller than the observed ones during the HW days, espe-

cially on 20 June. This feature is consistent with the wind

biases in Figure 7.

We also compare the WRF-simulated sensible-heat flux

with observations. Despite the generally good agreement,

Figure 10 shows that the WRF simulation almost always over-

estimates the sensible-heat flux by 50∼100 W/m2, suggesting

that the alternate cooler and warmer biases in the temperature

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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F I G U R E 7 The evolution of wind at Phoenix International Airport from 15 to 25 June. The left panels are (a) the FNL data, and (c,e,g) are

the WRF simulation results in domain 1, 2 and 3, separately. The right panels (b,d,f,h) show the differences between the FNL/WRF and the ACARS

data. The height is above the ground level. The black lines indicate the heatwave period [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

field (Figures 6 and 8) on 19 and 20 June are not solely caused

by the bias in the sensible-heat flux. The overestimation of

sensible-heat flux by the WRF model is due to the fact that

the soil moisture is so low that the WRF model does not

produce any latent-heat flux at this location. However, obser-

vational data indicate that the latent-heat flux is non-zero and

on the order of 50∼100 W/m2, which might reflect the influ-

ence of irrigation of vegetation within the tower footprint

(Chow et al., 2014b). Hence the WRF-simulated available

energy (the sum of sensible- and latent-heat fluxes) is actually

close to the observed, but the WRF model does not cor-

rectly capture the partition between sensible- and latent-heat

fluxes due to the lack of irrigation schemes. It should be

also pointed out that we initialized the WRF soil moisture

based on the FNL data and did not perform any long-term

spin-up.

In summary, the WRF-simulated results show overall good

agreement with the observations. However, a few biases are

identified. Compared to the observations, the WRF-simulated

wind speeds are smaller in general, while the simulated

sensible-heat fluxes are larger than the flux tower measure-

ments by 50∼100 W/m2. Furthermore, the WRF simulation

does not respond fast enough to produce the observed hot and

stagnant conditions on 19 June, which are delayed to the next

day. As the HW dies down, the WRF model shows stronger

reductions in potential temperature (i.e. the HW dies down

more quickly in the WRF simulation).

These biases might affect the attribution analysis that

we will conduct later using WRF outputs. For example, the

contribution of the surface heating term to the UBL warming

rate might be overestimated by the WRF model. In addition,

the delayed response of the WRF model to the HW would

make our attribution analysis show the strongest HW effect

one day later. More specifically, 19 June is the hottest day

according to the observations (Figures 2, 4 and 8), while

the attribution analysis indicates that the strongest HW effect

occurs on 20 June, as shall be seen in the next section.

3.2 The UBL heat budget
In this section, we aim to investigate how the HW modulates

the UBL heat budget using the WRF outputs. The specific

questions to be addressed in this section are (a) what pro-

cesses contribute mostly to the UBL warming rate, and (b)

what processes are mostly affected by the HW. Although some

biases in the WRF outputs have been identified in the previous

section, in particular the delayed response, the questions to be

addressed here are more about the contributions of different

processes to the total heat budget and less about the timing.

Hence the main conclusions from the heat budget analysis

should not be strongly affected by the timing issue. In addi-

tion, the WRF simulation can capture the characteristics of the

UBL before, during and after the HW with sufficient real-

ism. Therefore, the heat budget analysis based on the model

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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F I G U R E 8 (a–f) Comparisons between WRF-simulated and weather stations measured 2 m air temperature from 15 to 25 June. The vertical

lines indicate the heatwave period [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

outputs is justified, although the results need to be interpreted

in terms of the timing of the model.

First, we compare the UBL warming rate, the surface

sensible-heating term, the sum of the two large-scale transport

terms (horizontal advection and subsidence), and the residual

term during daytime hours (from 1000 to 1600 hr) from 18

to 21 June in Figure 11. Before we discuss these results, the

assumption of mass balance (Equation 2), namely, the sink-

ing air mass has to be in balance with the mass divergence in

the horizontal plane, is tested. Supporting Information Figure

S4 shows the comparison between the large-scale subsidence

and the divergence of mass (not heat) from 18 to 21 June.

It can be seen that the two are in good agreement but are

not exactly equal to each other possibly due to numerical

errors in our calculation and/or changes in air density in the

UBL. To close the mass budget, we force the large-scale sub-

sidence of mass to be equal to the horizontal divergence of

mass. We find that the large-scale subsidence of heat and

the horizontal divergence of heat are not appreciably changed

by this correction (Supporting Information Figure S5), sug-

gesting that the numerical errors and/or changes in the air

density in the UBL do not significantly affect our results of

the UBL heat budget. The corrected net contribution from the

two large-scale transport terms (horizontal advection and sub-

sidence) and the corrected residual term in the heat budget are

shown in Figure 11.

It can be seen from Figure 11 that the surface sensible-heat

flux is positive and is about 200∼300 W/m2 on all four days.

The residual term, which is primarily linked to entrainment,

also tends to heat the boundary layer especially during the

HW days (i.e. 19 and 20 June) (Figure 11b,c). The two

large-scale transport terms, when lumped together, play

very small roles in heating the boundary layer. However,

on 18 and 21 June, the combined contribution from the two

large-scale transport terms becomes negative in the afternoon

(especially on 21 June which will be elaborated later) and
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F I G U R E 9 (a–f) Comparison between simulated and measured 10 m wind speed from 15 to 25 June. The vertical lines indicate the heatwave

period [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

thus reduces the warming effect of the surface sensible-heat

flux (Figure 11a,d). It is interesting to see that the surface

heat flux is not significantly affected by the HW event and

maintains its magnitude of about 200∼300 W/m2. This is

because the soil moisture in the WRF model is already so

low that all available energy is partitioned into sensible-heat

flux (Figure 10). Hence the HW event could not further

affect the sensible-heat flux through modulating the partition

of available energy as found in wet regions (Li et al., 2015;

Sun et al., 2017). The combined contribution from the two

large-scale transport terms is also not significantly influenced

by the HW and is smaller than the surface heat flux. These

results indicate that the sensible-heat flux is the major heat-

ing source of the UBL under convective conditions, while the

dynamic transport processes together do not contribute much

to the warming of the UBL and sometimes cause cooling

effects. The HW conditions do not seem to strongly alter the

sensible-heat flux and also the combined contribution from

6/15 6/17 6/19 6/21 6/23 6/25
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WRF OBS

F I G U R E 10 Comparison between the WRF-simulated and

measured sensible-heat flux at the flux tower site from 15 to 25 June.

The vertical lines indicate the heatwave period [Colour figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

the two large-scale transport terms, at least for the studied

HW event at this location.

Second, we examine the two large-scale transport terms

separately, as shown in Figure 12. It can be seen that the

large-scale subsidence is the major heating term, which can be

two orders of magnitude larger than the surface sensible-heat

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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F I G U R E 11 Temporal changes of the UBL warming rate, the surface sensible-heat flux, and the lumped contribution from the large-scale

transport terms (horizontal advection and corrected subsidence) and the residual term during daytime hours on (a) 18 June, (b) 19 June, (c) 20 June,

and (d) 21 June. Each data point is averaged over the control area (see Figure 1). Any data points marked for ‘t’ are calculated based upon WRF

outputs at ‘t’ and “t+ 1.” For instance, data points at 16 represent results between hour 16 and hour 17 [Colour figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com].

flux. This may appear strange at first but it is noted that a

mean vertical velocity of −0.1 m/s can cause the large-scale

subsidence term to be on the order of 𝜌𝑐𝑝𝑤𝜃∼3×104 W∕m2.

Consequently, the magnitude of the large-scale subsidence

term shown in Figure 12 is not unreasonable. Despite of

its large magnitude, it is largely cancelled by the horizontal

advection term (in this case the negative value indicates the

horizontal divergence of heat). This is due to the constraint of

mass balance (Equation 2), namely, the sinking air mass has to

be in balance with the mass divergence in the horizontal plane.

In summary, we find that the subsidence and horizon-

tal advection carry large amounts of heat, which can be two

orders of magnitude larger than the surface sensible-heat flux.

However, the two transport processes are largely (although

not completely) cancelled due to the constraint of mass bal-

ance, and the resulting effect is smaller than the surface

sensible-heat flux. As a result, the UBL warming rate is

mostly controlled by the sensible-heat flux even under HW

and heterogeneous conditions when the subsidence and hori-

zontal advection are supposed to be important.

The UBL heat budget results presented so far are pro-

duced with variable boundary-layer height. We also con-

duct the budget analysis for a control volume of constant

height of 2,500 m. The results are quite similar (Supporting

Information Figure S6), indicating that our findings are not

sensitive to the height of the control volume.

3.3 Sensitivity to boundary-layer schemes
Given the focus of this article on the UBL, it is impor-

tant to investigate the sensitivity of WRF simulation results

to boundary-layer turbulence parametrizations, which is

the focus of this section. We intercompare the WRF simu-

lation results (potential temperature profiles, 2 m air tem-

perature, and sensible-heat flux) generated by different

boundary-layer schemes and observations (see Appendix

S1). Results indicate that (a) overall no boundary-layer

scheme shows a better performance than the other two;

and (b) the identified biases of the WRF model (i.e.

the delayed response to the HW event and the stronger

recovery from the HW event) are not improved by changing

the boundary-layer scheme.

We revisit the heat budget analysis using WRF simula-

tions with different boundary-layer schemes and the results

are presented in Figures 13 and 14. In general, all the

terms in Figure 13 show small differences among different

boundary-layer schemes, which indicates that our attribution

analysis is robust to changing the PBL scheme. Interestingly,

the net large-scale transport term shows large differences

among the three PBL schemes on the afternoon of 21 June.

There is a sharp drop in the results using the YSU and ACM2

schemes, which causes the warming rate of the UBL to also

decline rapidly. First of all, we note that this is consistent with

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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over the control area (see Figure 1). Any data points marked for ‘t’ are calculated based upon WRF outputs at ‘t’ and ‘t+ 1’. For instance, data points

at 16 represent results between hour 16 and hour 17 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

Figure 2 where the daily maximum temperature drops sharply

on 21 June and Supporting Information Figure S8 where the

MYJ simulation shows a smaller cooler bias on 21 June. Sec-

ond, we find that these differences are consistent with the fact

that the simulations with the YSU and ACM2 schemes pro-

duce rainfall in the afternoon of 21 June, while no rainfall is

generated in the MYJ simulation (Figure 13e).

When we further examine the separate contributions from

the large-scale transport terms (Figure 14), we find that the

exact values of large-scale subsidence and horizontal advec-

tion terms are quite different in the three simulations. How-

ever, all simulations suggest that the large-scale subsidence is

the major heating source and is largely balanced by the hori-

zontal advection. These two transport processes individually

are strongly affected by the synoptic-scale HW forcing. On

21 June, the horizontal divergence turns to convergence in the

simulations with the YSU and ACM2 schemes, which is con-

sistent with Figure 13e where rainfall is generated in these two

simulations. In the MYJ simulation, however, the horizontal

convergence term remains small (at least until 1600 hr), which

is also in agreement with Figure 13e showing no precipitation

in the MYJ simulation.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND
DISCUSSIONS

In this study, the modulation of the UBL heat budget by the

synoptic-scale HW forcing is quantitatively analysed based

on a combination of WRF simulations and observational data.

The WRF-simulated results are validated against radiosondes,

aircraft data, and weather station and flux tower measure-

ments. The WRF simulation shows a delayed response and a

stronger recovery from the HW conditions, as well as overes-

timated sensible-heat fluxes. Through a heat budget analysis,

we attribute the UBL warming rate to the contributions from

surface heating, large-scale subsidence and horizontal advec-

tion. We find that under convective conditions the surface

sensible-heat flux plays a major role in heating the urban

boundary layer. Although the large-scale subsidence and hor-

izontal advection terms can be two orders of magnitude larger

than the sensible-heat flux and are strongly affected by the

HW individually, their combined effects are smaller than

the sensible-heat flux and do not change significantly under

HW conditions except when the HW dies down due to the

generation of precipitation.

Our results suggest that the traditional one-dimensional

convective boundary-layer theory may be more applicable

than its original derivation implies. It is often believed that

one-dimensional convective boundary-layer models can be

only applied to homogeneous terrain. This is because by

neglecting horizontal advection, one-dimensional convective

boundary-layer models implicitly assume that the convective

boundary layer is only affected by the underlying surface

patch (i.e. within the so-called internal equilibrium layer).

Given that the convective boundary-layer height is on the

order of 1∼2 km, this assumption requires the underlying

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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surface patch to be homogeneous for over 100∼200 km (Brut-

saert, 1998). Based on this argument alone, the application

of convective boundary-layer modelling to a city is concern-

ing as most city sizes are less than 100 km. However, our

results here suggest that although the horizontal advection

term is large (two orders of magnitude larger than the surface

sensible-heat flux), it is largely cancelled by the subsidence

term due to the mass balance constraint. This implies that

one-dimensional convective boundary-layer models may still

be a reasonable tool for studying the spatially averaged UBL

especially under clear-sky (e.g. HW) conditions. However,

we also find that when rainfall is generated, the convective

boundary-layer models may fail.

There are a few limitations of our study that need to be

pointed out. First, our study focuses on one HW event over

a city located in a desert climate. During the study period,

the WRF model overestimates the sensible-heat flux and

underestimates the latent-heat flux, most likely due to the

lack of irrigation schemes. More importantly, by partition-

ing all available energy into sensible-heat flux, the WRF

model may not correctly capture the potential impact of HW

on the latent-heat flux. The response of the urban surface

energy budget to HW conditions has been studied in previous

studies especially over wet regions, where the alteration of

energy partition by HW conditions is critical to for example

explaining the synergies between HWs and UHIs (Li et al.,
2015; Sun et al., 2017). Hence our findings regarding the

small response of sensible-heat flux to HW conditions might

be unique to this region. Future studies examining multi-

ple HW events over wet regions and different climates are

strongly encouraged. However, we also stress that a reduc-

tion in the surface sensible-heat flux would reinforce our

finding that the large-scale transport terms are much larger

than the surface sensible-heat flux term in the convective

boundary-layer heat budget. Second, while our study discov-

ers that the large-scale subsidence is reinforced under HW

conditions, it remains unclear what factors are responsible for

the large-scale subsidence under non-HW conditions. This

may be induced by the topography or due to the background

advection that induces vertical transport as a result of mass

balance. Third, in this study we focus on the daytime UBL

where the surface heating is the strongest in order to test

the applicability of convective boundary-layer models over

urban areas. We stress that the night-time UBL is equally or

even more important for health concerns but is left for future

research.
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